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ARMANI/CASA COLLECTION 2013-2014 

FROM NATURE TO ARMANI/CASA 

Nature is a special place, where dreams meet reality and reality can transfigure itself into a sign or 

symbol, or a pure expression of culture. Nature as Giorgio Armani observes it is eternal, infinite and 

powerful, seemingly simple yet always producing different paths through which to reconcile desire and 

fantasy. Emotions that change the meaning of everyday life and transform it. 

The new Armani/Casa Collection was born from this enchanted observation, this serene encounter. It is 

expressed in unusual eco-friendly materials to protect the environment: striped banana tree finishes 

(gathered after the crops are cut) and tamo, the Japanese ash wood whose grain seems to reproduce 

the movements of sand in Zen gardens. 

They are striking materials for furniture that features pure lines and simple shapes. Like the Gabriel 

wardrobe that was inspired by old trunks: it is made in tamo with internal lighting and brown soft leather-

covered trim, reminiscent of the wooden construction of vintage travelling containers. The elegant 

daybed, which stems from the previous Engadin model, covered  with soft leathers and fabrics from the 

Armani/Casa Exclusive Textiles by Rubelli line. The sophisticated Glam dressing table is delicate and 

feminine, with pale gold metal finish, offered in three different precious versions. 

A series of tables has been developed in the same vein, that in their slight proportions become prized 

pieces of elegant furniture. The round Giove table has an exquisite Mexican onyx surface in warm 

orange tones. In vintage brown oak, the simple and light Great table offers an extremely thin top (a 1cm 

sheet), while the Gilbert table has its top in striped banana tree framed in canaletto walnut, with an 

orange lacquer structure or one of canaletto walnut. The Galassia stackable tables are made with 

carbonized coconut shells that create a play on light and shadow, or are covered in sea penshells; both 

versions are clever examples of local artisan craftsmanship transformed into luxurious design.  

There are extremely simple elements that tell tales of distant worlds, rich in tradition – like Nepalese 

carpets and kilims, woven with an ancient artisan skill that generates sophisticated abstract patterns in 

beautiful, natural shades.  

At the Armani/Teatro in Via Bergognone, printed plexiglas platforms appear to float on dark bases in a 

museum-style display. They are illuminated with strong and direct cones of light that frame the furniture 

and objects on show, emphasizing the architecture of each piece.  

 

 



 

ARMANI/CASA RUGS COLLECTION BY DESIGNERCARPETS 

Armani/Casa represents an ideal for living, a dream of the perfect environment: an intimate and 

sophisticated space in which to relax, unwind and entertain guests, surrounded by beauty manifested 

through furniture and objects for the home. In this context, carpets can play a significant role in the 

creation of a special atmosphere.  

Art and artisan craftsmanship form a closely interwoven duality in Armani/Casa's vision of interior 

decoration – this opinion is also shared by Stefan Drechsle, managing director and owner of 

DESIGNERCARPETS. This new Armani/Casa rug collection is completely handmade and 

manufactured mainly by Tibetan artisans in simple workshops in the plateaus of Kathmandu, in Nepal. 

These rugs employ a technique of hand knotting, an ancient way to manufacture carpets that requires 

skill and time. Every single weave is knotted and tied, with extraordinary results in terms of brightness 

of color. This process is extremely labour intensive and requires great skill and dedication from the 

weavers. The outcome is a unique piece that – thanks to the extraordinary handcraft that has gone into 

its production – is reminiscent of a work of art. 

The Armani/Casa rugs collection 2013/2014 offers a wide range of earth-colored and muted colors in 

combination with natural motifs and organic patterns - such as plant patterns and animal prints. Silk and 

wool add elegance and luminosity. Additionally materials such as hemp, bamboo fiber, nettle and 

viscose are beeing used. Shimmering colors such as gold and silver tones emphasize the precious 

appearance of carpets and kilims of this collection. 

Armani/Casa rugs collection 2013/2014 celebrated its world premiere during Salone del Mobile 2013 

and will be presented in Germany for the first time at imm cologne 2014.  

 

ARMANI/CASA INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO 

Since 2003, the Armani/Casa Interior Design Studio has provided complete interior design services to 

private individuals and property developers, from the conceptual phase through to the management of 

construction. The studio's work involves developing creative solutions – under the artistic direction of 

Giorgio Armani – that are the product of painstaking architectural research and extensive study into the 

project’s cultural, geographical and architectural context. In this way, the individual designs are 

developed to be perfectly integrated into their settings in terms of their features and aesthetic values. 

The Armani/Casa Interior Design Studio’s research impacts on the selection of all materials, colours 

and finishes involved in the fit-out, as well as on the design of the built-in or custom-made furnishings; 

all of this is to ensure each design is unique and in keeping with the client’s requirements.  

 

The Armani/Casa Interior Design Studio's most recent prestigious projects have included The World 

Towers in Mumbai and the Maçka Residences in Istanbul. For the World Towers, a project in 

partnership with the Indian property developer Lodha, the Armani/Casa Interior Design Studio will 



 

manage the design and construction of the residences' interior as well as the towers' common areas. 

The World Towers also include World One, the tallest residential building in the world (117 floors) and 

World Crest, a shorter, identical building. Both of the buildings were designed by Pei Cobb Freed & 

Partners. Maçka Residences, a project in partnership with Astaş Holding/Bemes, consists of three 

towers occupying an overall surface area of 7,300 square meters in Maçka, a neighbourhood in the 

heart of Istanbul. The Armani/Casa Interior Design Studio managed the design and construction of the 

lobbies, common areas and some of the apartments within the three towers. The personalization of any 

apartment may be requested at the customer's discretion, to make use of the expert guidance of 

Armani/Casa's team of architects and interior designers.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


